Dear Parents,

You or your student may have noticed a new program on Clever. It is called Kuder Galaxy, an online educational college and career learning program created specifically for elementary students in K-5th. It promotes equity while teaching students self-awareness.

This is a great program that introduces young children to the world of careers. Students can explore different planets that represent work environments such as Realistic (Doers), Investigative (Thinkers), Artistic (Creators), Social ( Helpers), Enterprising (Persuaders), and Convention (Organizers). Students go through a series as follows for each planet!

- Learning/Reading Intro
- Watch a Video
- Play a Game
- Complete an Activity
- Earn a badge

Please know that this is NOT REQUIRED. This is simply a program student's can use at home or if directed by their teacher at school.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you!

Ms. Holland-Blanton Elementary School Counselor